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Erwin Schrödinger
Erwin Schrödinger was an Austrian scientist who won a Nobel Prize.
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Schrödinger had an unorthodox view of 'God'.
Schrödinger imagined a cat, unseen, in a box .
According to quantum mechanics the cat may be both dead and alive until the box is opened
and the cat is observed.
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According to Schrödinger, the mind of the person who opens the box decides if the cat is
alive or dead.
In other words, mind creates matter.
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In other words, the mind can tune into Heaven or Hell.
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Erwin Schrödinger had a lifelong interest in the Vedanta philosophy of Hinduism, and in
Budhism and in Christianity.
He said: "We living beings all belong to one another, we are all actually members or aspects
of a single Being, which we may in western terminology call God, while in the Upanishads it
is called Brahman."
He saw the possibility that individual consciousness is a part of one big consciousness
pervading the universe. [22]
Erwin Schroedinger On God
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Erwin Schrödinger said: "We do not belong to this material world that science constructs for
us.
"We are not in it; we are outside."
How is it possible .
In other words, it is the mind and not the body that is important.
Erwin Schrödinger wrote about Nirvan and Karma and the 'Self'.
Hindus and Buddhists disagree about 'God'.
Vedanta Hindus teach that our soul, when purified, returns to 'God'.
Buddhists teach that Nirvana is something beyond our understanding.
"The Buddhist Nirvana is not the primordial ground, the eternal essence, which is at the
basis of everything and form which the whole world has arisen - the Brahman of the
Upanishads...
"The Buddhist Nirvana is something altogether different which must be characterized as a
nothing in relation to the world, but which is experienced as highest bliss by those who have
attained to it..."
Vedanta and Buddhism .

Erwin Schrödinger said: "Nirvana is a state of pure blissful knowledge...
"It has nothing to do with the individual.
"The ego or its separation is an illusion.
"Indeed in a certain sense two "I"'s are identical namely when one disregards all special
contents - their Karma.
"The goal of man is to preserve his Karma and to develop it further.
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"When man dies his Karma lives and creates for itself another carrier."
Erwin Schrodinger .
~~
How do you tune into Nirvana / Paradise / Heaven?
You switch off the selfish ego.
~~

Posted by Anon at 04:00
Labels: Buddhism, cat, Erwin Schrodinger, God, heaven, Hinduism, karma, Nirvana, single being, Vedanta

9 comments:
Anonymous 15 September 2017 at 05:17
Erwin Schrodinger is the biggest fraud in scientific history... and post 1926 Quantum
Mechanics has been the biggest Occult deception of 20th/21st century... I mean without
getting overly complicated... ACTION is required in nature!
Go with GUT-CP... trust me on this Aang/Irfan... The Grand Unified Theory of Classical
Physics... Dr Randell Mills
The Quantum of Solace...
Reply

Chris B 15 September 2017 at 05:51
I love you Aang (and Irfan?), whether you be a singular entity or multi-persona (although
the image of you as a group of Catholic school girl activists is my favourite, and therefore
my one and only truth - and my kitty's alive, well and purring in said box!) - Chris B
Reply

Anonymous 15 September 2017 at 09:04
Chris, this sounds like RHCPeppers song...
Actually, soul is eternal, it is changing bodies like man is changing shirt. (False) ego is
source of world chaos,
but real spiritual ego EXIST and this is above the Brahman, impersonal realisation : more
than Nirvana.
Soul needs activity, and there is also spiritual activity for the soul, in the spiritual sky called
Goloka Vrndavana...
Buddhism is noble, personal Vedant ( Vaishnavism, Vishnuism )is much better .
For further info pls read these amazing books :
Bahgavad Gita as it is
and
Srimad Bhagavatam.
Ommm ;-)
Reply

Anonymous 15 September 2017 at 10:35
I would like to share my understanding with you brother, in esotericism or gnosis the mind
is the fool that can never see the truth, it was portrayed by Master Jesus the Christ as a
donkey which he rode into Jersulem (a higher dimension or state of consciousness) the
absolute which is symbolised as heaven in religion is far beyond the mind. It is our
consciousness, essense (soul) that has the privilege to enter the absolute with all the other
parts of our being when it has freed itself from the ego, i or self. The mind makes theories,
it has subjective opinions etc but it never experiences the truth. much love to you all
Reply
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Anonymous 15 September 2017 at 10:44
when Master Jesus said to Nicodemus about being born again Nicodemus didn't understand
him, Jesus was giving a secret teaching, a teaching that the initiates understand very well.
To be born is always a sexual matter, there can be no birth without the sexual act. Master
Jesus was talking about the alchemy and not the usual profane sex which is taught to this
poor humanity but the sex between male and female (husband and wife) with out the
abdominal organism. This is true meaning of the cross, the horizontal (woman) vertical
(man) and at the centre of the cross where they both touch is the point of sexual contact
between the couple but without the orgasm. All true alchemist know what I am talking
about here....
Reply

Anonymous 19 September 2017 at 04:00
who prints the currency...
who owns the media....
what is the bad faith religion....of lies ?
why do perverts and truth haters believe lies..?
where do the worshippers of truth haters go to collect
their reward for hating truth...and worshipping
"TRUTH HATERS"...?
http://www.smoking-mirrors.com/2010/10/vampire-bankers-host-invisible-siren.html
avoiding the issue of why Adoram got stoned doesn't change true
when specifically did the Children of Israel allegedly
"TURN INTO"... so-called "Jews"...from the land of
Gog & Magog in Genesis 49 & Deuteronomy 32&33...?
Just sayin'....
Reply

gracie 19 September 2017 at 21:00
After our body dies, our soul goes up in the light to Nirvana, where we are lovingly greeted
by those who left before us. We have a boo at our Akashic records and see what if anything
we left undone in our soul contract. We get a chance to rest up in the beauty of Nirvana
and decided when and with whom to come back and finish our experiences on Earth, or
elsewhere. There is a lot more to it, and this wonderful book lays it out and will bring
peace to the rest of your time here on Earth. I had a near death experience where I had the
chance to visit my brother who passed over before me; and I believe this.
Any kind of organized religion or texts have nuggets of truth in them, but they've been
translated from other languages with errors, or the biases of the translators, and in some
cases actually been deliberately or accidentally altered from what was intended.
LOVE and PEACE to you Aange/Irfan and all the anons out there
http://www.matthewbooks.com/books/matthew-tell-me-about-heaven/
Reply

Anonymous 11 November 2017 at 09:01
Hi,
been looking for your posts on the Parsons Green attack but cannot find a single one---have
they been deleted??
Reply
Replies
Anon

11 November 2017 at 10:55

http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/parsons-green-false-flag.html
It's still there.
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